
You can scan the QR code below or 
visit https://www.btcoops.com/ for detailss

Iris-tube TM Balloon Lights
Iris-tubeTM creates creative lighting effects that make it an ideal lighting solution for special events, 

fashion shows, music festivals or as an integral part of a creative set.
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Lighting system of RGBW unit provides customizable 
color options that are controllable by DMX or 
via smart device connected through a Bluetooth 
application. As an inflatable lighting structure, Iris-
tube is easy to handle and set up its contained 
pressure lock-air system keeps the unit inflated 
without the need for an internal fan. The light can 
either be mounted on the ground or suspended 
from truss or ce i l ing.  For ground-mounted 
applications,

Iris-tube creates creative lighting effects that make it 
an ideal lighting solution for special events, fashion 
shows, music festivals or as an integral part of a 
creative set. Multiple units can be connected together 
to make more complex shapes and structures, or 
they can be displayed separately to illuminate an 
area with radiant visual lines.

Length Size: 2.5m/4m/5m (8.2/13ft/16.4ft)
Lighting source: RGBW LED32-96W
Power voltage: system-12V / 24V DC, PSU on 100-
240V AC; optional on battery packs;

Quick set up Less than 5 minutes are needed to set 
up one set very simple and set.

Iris-tube can be combined with each other, without 
any limit!
Iris-tube is Safety Lock-air design, resistant to water 
and dust. 
Iris-tube lights are ideal for an event at the edge of 
modernity!
Iris-tubes can be combined together in different 
positions. The setup time is quick.
Iris-tube has been created with the current trendy 
futuristic lights and decors in mind: electro concerts, 
cutting-edge fashion shows, e-sports...
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Unit Standard LED Pixel LED(HOT)
Length 8.2 ft

2.5m
16.4 ft

5m
8.2 ft
2.5m

13 ft
4m

16.4 ft
5m

Diameter 8.4 in/ 20cm
Power 48 W 96 W 36W 60 W 72W
Light source Dual white or

RGBW LED
RGBW Pixel LED
or customizeo

Voltage     PSU on 120/230VAC or  
optional at 12V/24VDC Battery

Bluetooth control
(download required)

Cellphone Balanx etc. 
RF2.4G R/C controller available

DMX control 
(optional purchase)

3-pin DMX connectors 
4 Channels 

3-pin DMX connectors 
Macro mode/Pixel mode 

Safety IP 54
Mounting options Suspended / ground supported 
Accessories Tilting floor plate / drape
Average set up time < 5 min each
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